
Case Study:
EIfEL Makes E-Learning and Resume Sharing Secure with 
Liberty Standards

The European Institute for E-Learning (EIfEL) is an independent, 
not-for-profit association based in France that works to support 
ongoing learning—as well as communication around learning—for 
organizations, communities, and individuals. EIfEL is focused 
on developing the necessary community, framework and tools 
for enhancing competencies in education, learning, and human 
resources development. Their work is driven by the belief that 
learning in the 21st century will operate differently than learning 
has in the past.  EIfEL’s mission is predicated on the belief that 
the world is changing quickly; a knowledge economy is evolving 
and it’s very important to develop new ways of securely sharing 
information. EIfEL’s current membership includes training 
organizations, regional and local authorities, accrediting bodies, 
universities, professional bodies, consultancies and private 
companies. 
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“Before Liberty, you had 
silo systems—so you 
would have a silo portfolio 
somewhere and you 
would be able to export 
information and it would 
be reported to some other 
place, but people don’t 
have real control of that 
information.”

-Marc Van Coillie, EIfEL CTO
One of EIfEL’s major goals is to make it easier for people to 
share their personal education and employment information. 
Central to these efforts is what’s called the the ePortfolio—a tool 
EIfEL has developed for students and other job seekers. This con-
cept has been put into practice in the Universal CV project, a tool 
which enables the personal management and digital sharing 
of educational and background information. 

The Organization

The Challenges

For example, a “CV ePortfolio” or Universal CV can be used to apply for a job or internship. The information 
on a typical résumé would be included, but so would a great deal of other material such as writing samples, 
recommendations from educators, or reference letters from previous employers.  But with these capabilities 
come security concerns. It’s important to make sure that ePortfolios and Universal CVs aren’t tampered with 
and that the information in them is only shared with the parties designated by the user.

A “CV ePortfolio” or Universal CV can be used to apply for a job or internship. The information on a typical 
résumé would be included, but so would a great deal of other material such as writing samples, recommenda-
tions from educators, or reference letters from previous employers.  But with these capabilities come security 
concerns. It’s important to make sure that ePortfolios and Universal CVs aren’t tampered with and that the 
information in them is only shared with the parties designated by the user.
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EIfEL is turning to Liberty Alliance standards to ensure privacy and security while facilitating the identity fed-
eration necessary for making ePortfolios and Universal CVs useful ways to store and share information.  

The goal is to provide students and job seekers with federated single sign-on access to a secure and trusted 
network of recruiting agencies and companies that want to maintain the highest degree of ethics in the recruit-
ing process.  These organizations support a process set forth by the Ethics and Recruiting Association which 
was instrumental in launching the Universal CV project. 

EIfEL is also developing powerful ways to maintain a complete and safe “digital self” in the broad context of 
e-learning and employment, breaking down siloed information and allowing smoother integration of existing 
offerings. 

“We applaud EIfEL’s activities and the communities of success they’ve built around their vision. EIfEL applies 
Liberty’s output into their work successfully and innovatively,” said Britta Glade, director of marketing at Lib- 
erty Alliance. “EIfEL’s work reflects the best of Liberty’s approach and philosophy.” 

The Solution

Identity Provider
(IDP)

CVU Personal Manager
(KITE Module)
(SP-Attribute Provider)

Corporate websites and jobboards
(CVU partners)
(SP-Attribute consumer)

Front-end: SSO and services access secured by Liberty Alliance ID-FF 1.2/SAML 2.0 
(Identity Federation Framework) via SOAP/HTTPS 

Back-end: Personal data access secured by Liberty Alliance ID-WSF (Identity Web 
Services Framework) and HR ID-SIS (HR-XML) via SOAP/HTTPS 

ElfEL
CV Transcoder
Web service
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The Benefits of Liberty-Enabled Digital Sharing

An ePortfolio or digital portfolio is a collection of electronic work 
and records. It’s assembled and managed by a user, usually on 
the Web. It most often includes elements such as inputted text, 
electronic files, images, multimedia, blog entries, and hyperlinks. 

ePortfolios are both demonstrations of the user’s abilities and 
platforms for self-expression and reflection, and, if they are 
online, they can be maintained dynamically over time. Some 
ePortfolio applications permit varying degrees of audience 
access, so the same portfolio might be used for multiple 
purposes.  

Using Liberty Federation, EIfEL is helping make personal 
information more easily sharable while keeping that information 
secure. “Before Liberty, you had siloed systems—so you would 
have a siloed portfolio somewhere and you would be able to 
export information and it would be reported to some other place, 
but people don’t have real control of that information,” explained 
Marc Van Coillie, EIfEL CTO. 

Today, information about an individual’s educational and 
employment history—and potentially other types of information 
as well—are no longer locked down in particular networks 
and don’t require a large expenditure of effort to send to 
someone else. 

Additionally, users are able to retain greater control of their 
information, keeping private what they would prefer to and 
sharing only what they choose to with other parties. All this 
helps build trust and encourage further adoption.
 
Even one’s public digital self can be managed more effectively. 
EIfEL is making it easier for users to control what information of 
theirs is available directly through things like Google searches 
and offering ways to authorize that information so searchers 
know that it’s genuine. 

None of this would be possible without Liberty. As Van Coillie put 
it, “With this specification from Liberty Alliance, now we have 
a governance policy framework, which is very important if you 
want to deal seriously with personal data.” 

• User-Centered: Students 
control what goes into their 
ePortfolio and who sees it. 
• Customizable: Students 
can create multiple views for a 
variety of uses. 
• Flexible: Allows students 
to create multiple portfolios 
to showcase their skills and 
achievements. 
• Reflective: Portfolio 
templates encourage reflective 
thinking. 
• Easy to Use: Users do 
not need any HTML or 
programming skills. They have 
to be able to fill out Web forms 
and upload artifacts, as they 
would in an email attachment. 
• Goal-Oriented: Users can 
set, review, and revise goals 
related to their education, 
course, major, career, work, 
service, and volunteer 
activities. 
• Career-Centered: ePortfolio 
contains extensive templates 
for users to archive information 
about educational, volunteer, 
service, work, and internship 
experiences.

An ePortfolio can be seen as a type 
of learning record that provides 
actual evidence of achievement. 
For users, the benefits are 
considerable:
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Collaboration with Liberty Members

EIfEL is working closely on these various initiatives with Liberty Alliance members Entr’ouvert and Symlabs.  
Entr’ouvert is an open source e-government and digital identity firm that has done a great deal of work with 
the Liberty specs in the past and has a number of Liberty-based e-government deployments up and running. 
Entr’ouvert’s software product, Lasso 2.0, which implements Liberty ID-FF, ID-WSF and SAML 2.0, also passed 
Liberty interoperability testing in 2008. (http://projectliberty.org/liberty/liberty_interoperable/implementations) 

Symlabs, EIfEL’s other partner, is an identity management solutions provider based in Chicago with a wide range 
of Liberty-federated projects in its client portfolio. Symlabs Federated Identity Suite version 3.3.0 has also been 
designated as Liberty Interoperable.TM (http://projectliberty.org/liberty/liberty_interoperable/implementations) 

Van Coillie reports that his team has used the Liberty specifications during EIfEL event plugfests (ePortfolio 
conferences as well as iLearning Forums). At these events, they demoed Liberty ID-FF and SAML 2.0 and 
sometimes included ID-WSF with a subset of Liberty ID-SIS Personal Profile implemented in Entr’ouvert open 
source tools. The Liberty ID-SIS Personal Profile is a Web service hosted by an application provider and usually 
discovered via a discovery service. EIfEL also held a CV interop using ID-WSF with a draft proposal done by Sampo 
Kellomaki from Symlabs for a new dedicated HR ID-SIS based on the European Europass CV model, with an XML 
binding based on XML schemas from HR-XML that they are promoting in collaboration with HR-XML consortium and 
Cedefop (a European agency).

CVU Partner
(L’Oreal, La Poste)

CVU Partner
(Syntec recruitment)

ANPE “My address changed”
web service

IDP-CVU

eCV / CVU
(private)

French National IDP
www.MonServicePublic.fr

IDP - Web online identity
(interconnection with OpenID?)

Other institutional IDO
Country / Region

eportfolio / eCV
(public - Eurocv.eu)

Social networks
(LinkedIn, Xing, Viadeo...)

Training/accreditation 
centers, universities...

eportfolio / eCV
(EURES, RegionsJob.com)



Europass is a European initiative that makes it easier for students and others to work in different countries across 
Europe. Europass is divided in five different tools—two of them are managed by the citizen himself: the Europass 
Curriculum Vitae and the Europass Language Passport. 

The Europass CV also includes classical CV information such as contact details, professional experience, and 
education background, as well as two parts about CV owner competencies around language, computer 
skills and other areas. 

The proof of concept (POC) during the ePortfolio plugfest showed a producer service using Entr’ouvert Lasso 
library on one side and another consumer service using ZXID library from Kellomäki on the other side.

Corporate websites and 
job boards (CVU partners)
using Lasso Library

CVU Personal Manager - KITE

Corporate websites and job 
boards (CVU partners)
using LARPE Reverse Proxy

Identity Provider

The POC demonstrates that it’s possible to ensure support of privacy data-sharing for the end user (the CV 
owner) when he shares his CV information to apply to a job or send it to recruiting agencies. 

“We have worked with Entr’ouvert to put this work in a more concrete implementation inside the Universal CV 
project,“ said Van Coillie. “At this point, the current implementation is based on HR ID-SIS on top of ID-WSF 
with SAML 2.0.”

Going forward, this federation will include:
 ● An identity provider (Authentic)
 ● A CV hosting service (the attribute/service provider, based on the KITE CV tool)
 ● A recruiting agency (an attribute/service consumer, using the Larpe reverse proxy tool)
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Source: Entr’ouvert



According to Van Coillie, all of the tools used in this federation are open 
source (GPL License) and use the Lasso library to support Liberty specs. 

The recruiting agency used the Larpe tool to ease its integration in this 
federation. Larpe is a SAML 2.0 identity reverse proxy solution which has 
been extended in this project to also support the ID-WSF and the HR ID-
SIS. It is now including a mapping configuration system which 
makes easier to map an existing application form in the recruiting agency 
with the HR-XML Europass CV format exchanged in this federation. 
 
This project is funded by the French Ethic and Recruiting Association 
as well as the French Recruiting Syntec Syndicate. Plans are in the 
works to extend the actual demonstration implementation to support a 
real experimentation with up to 20,000 users by including other large 
recruiting companies and agencies. The goal is to have this service into 
production in 2010. 

EIfEL is a founding member of EFQUEL, the European Foundation 
for Quality in E-Learning, which works to develop a framework and 
standards for quality in a learning society. EIfEL is the leader of the 
Europortfolio consortium and heading its efforts to promote ePortfo- 
lio adoption throughout Europe. These initiatives are all about 
promoting the integration of better-controlled personal information, 
and Liberty Alliance is helping make this possible. 
 
“ePortfolio has strong potential for transforming the way people 
live, the way people work, the way we hire and fire people,” said 
Van Coillie. Because of the enormous potential EIfEL has been able 
to demonstrate, even more organizations are starting to join their 
efforts. EIfEL is also involved in the launch of a human resources 
and education special interest group. “With the launch of the Liberty 
HR-EDU SIG, we expect that we will be able to help our contacts 
with iProfile.org (formerly known as SkillsMarket, which hosted 
more than 2 million CVs in UK) as well as StepStone.com to move to 
support Liberty,” said Van Coillie. 

He also expects big players in France such as employment agencies 
like APEC or large companies such as L’Oreal and La Poste to begin 
using the Liberty-enabled Universal CV in pilot programs. Application 
of these techniques to health care information is also on the horizon 
and studied in research project cofounded by European Commission 
under FP7 such as TAS3 project (http://www.tas3.eu). 

Promoting Federation and Adoption
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EIfEL Helps Launch a
Liberty HR Education SIG

Liberty Alliance has launched  
Human Resources and Education 
Special Interest Group (SIG) with 
EIfEL CTO Marc Van Coillie as chair.

Liberty Alliance members form
special interest groups to solve
regional, national, international and 
vertical-specific identity 
management challenges. The 
Human Resources and Education 
SIG is open to the public and one of 
many Liberty SIGs. Members of the 
SIG include representatives from 
EIfEL, Entr'ouvert, EuroCV, IMS 
Global, iProfile.org, the French 
Ethics & Recruiting Association, the 
French Recruiting Syntec Syndicate, 
the OpenID European Foundation, 
Stepstone, Symlabs, Synergetics, 
3s Unternehmens-beratung GmbH 
and the University of Kent. The 
group is working to advance the 
adoption of proven interoperable, 
secure and privacy-respecting 
Liberty Alliance specifications in 
education and health care, and 
collaborating with other 
communities and specifications 
bodies to promote open standards 
and best practices for digital 
identity management in the 
education and human resources 
sectors.

More information about the HR-EDU 
SIG is available by visiting the 
group’s wiki at
http://wiki.projectliberty.org/
index.php/HR-EDU_SIG
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About Liberty Alliance

Liberty Alliance is the only global identity community with a membership base that in-
cludes technology vendors, consumer service providers and educational and government 
organizations working together to build a more trustworthy Internet by addressing the 
technology, policy and privacy aspects of digital identity management. Liberty Alliance 
is also the only identity organization with a history of testing vendor products for true 
interoperability of identity specifications. Nearly 80 products and identity solutions from 
vendors around the world have now passed Liberty Interoperable™ testing. Liberty Alli-
ance works with identity organizations worldwide to ensure all voices are included in the 
global identity discussion and regularly holds and participates in public events designed to 
advance the harmonization and interoperability of CardSpace, Liberty SAML 2.0 Federa-
tion, Liberty Web Services, OpenID and WS-* specifications. More information about Lib-
erty Alliance as well as information about how to join many of its public groups and mail 
lists is available at www.projectliberty.org. 


